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 CR # Product Summary Description / How to Reproduce 

1.  1-75WMUO I/Map Editor Input Features section of log file 
does not provide count for 
Insert/Update Common Place 
Names 

When an Insert/Update Common Place Names process is run, the 
number of input features is not listed in the log file under the 
Input Features: section. 

2.  1-7OTFR7 I/Map Editor Cross Street is set to Null after 
IncBCN that modified the 
ZLev/TurnMask. 

When a change in Increment BCN causes the cross street of a 
segment to be updated, the immediately affected segment  is 
updated correctly but the other end of that segment’s cross street 
is being set to Null when it should be left alone.  Duplicate of 1-
8I9NP3. 

3.  1-7TUH1E I/Map Editor When BCN Dialog is made as small 
as possible, input field dropdown 
does not flyout to display contents 

When the dialog is minimized, fields on the field mapping section 
are not flying out large enough to display the entire field contents. 

4.  1-7WZNUD I/Map Editor Document potential font 
mismatch issue(s) when using 
'Publish To Map File' 

An SVG file contains the Arial Black font and the Bold setting is 
enabled.  Although, there is not a Bold variant of Arial Black.  The 
SVG symbol has a font definition of font-family="Arial Black" font-
weight="bold".  When the feature with this SVG symbol is 
published via the Publish to Map command it is given the Times 
New Roman font instead of Arial Black as the font is shown as 
‘Arial Black Bold’ which does not exist.  This CR is to document this 
behavior. 

5.  1-7X49JI I/Map Editor 'Publish to Map File' is not 
publishing Italic fonts from SVG 
symbols correctly 

The ‘Publish To Map File’ command is not publishing Italic text 
from a SVG file correctly.  Specifically when the embedded text in 
the SVG file is specified as (font-family="Arial" font-style="italic" 
font-weight= "normal") the font from the SVG is published as Arial 
in the .map file instead of Arial Italic.    By contrast a Text feature 
that is defined with an Arial Italic font is published correctly in the 
.map file as Arial Italic.    

6.  1-834IIP I/Map Editor Publish to Map fails when linkage 
attribute is first column in table 

Publish to Mapfile fails to properly populate mapfile linkage values 
when an attribute selected for linkage is the first column in its 
table (the first attribute in its feature class /record set).” 

7.  1-83VV71 I/Map Editor BCN does not run and logs 'got 
this far' msg when saved/mapped 
custom fields are not present in 

1. Open a saved GWS that has custom fields mapped.  
2. Connect to a different MSS that doesn't have at least one of the 
custom fields on segme.  
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MSS 3. Bring up BCN (comes up with MSS that has custom fields 
selected). Change the MSS to the new MSS.  
4. Run BCN and notice that it gives an error,"Error: Failed to 
prepare field mapping details for logging. Got this far:", above the 
field mappings section and BCN stops. 

8.  1-8B8LNH I/Map Editor I/MAP-Editor Edit Segments 
cannot process an "_" character in 
MUN and AREA Values 

When the value MUN or AREA of the street segment contains the 
character "_", the search function in locate streets of I/MapEditor 
does not find the record. In other cases the string trailing the "_" in 
MUN's value is displayed in the field AREA of the result-list.  

9.  1-8BGC1X I/Map Editor Error query does not display all 
the errors after saving and 
reopening GWS 

Multiple error messages  written to the error query when the 
insert of the ST_CD record was not successful causes the error 
query to  fail when reloading. 

10.  1-8I9NP3 I/Map Editor Segment missing cross street after 
a split caused by insert of a 
segment in Incremental BCN. 

When a change in Increment BCN causes the cross street of a 
segment to be updated, the immediately affected segment (ex. 
Split) is updated correctly but the other end of that segment’s 
cross street is being set to Null when it should be left alone.  
Duplicate of 1-7OTFR7. 

11.  1-8DXTWB I/Map Editor Missing linkage type in linkage 
type list 

In Publish to Map, when a large number of legend entries are 
published, linkage types are not available in the dropdown. 

12.  1-8DXTWP I/Map Editor No symbol name specified in the 
SVG legend entry 

Altering the SVG symbol references in GeoMedia Professional 
causes the SVG symbol’s filename to be removed.  Publish to Map 
errors when an attempt is make to retrieve the filename. 

13.  1-8FEMO3 I/Map Editor Publish to Map – truncated 
message in message box 

When numerous SVG files are missing, the message text exceeds 
the limit of the message box. 

14.  1-8OLP21 I/Map Editor Build CAD Centerline Network – 
Connection name containing a ‘.’ 

When a feature has a special character in the connection reloading 
the feature has issues in BCN. 

15.  1-8OLP7H I/Map Editor Populate CAD Addresses - 
Connection name containing a ‘.’ 

When a feature has a special character in the connection reloading 
the feature has issues in PCA. 

16.  1-8OLPA0 I/Map Editor Export to Polygon - Connection 
name containing a ‘.’ 

Export to Polygon has an issue when attempting to reload the 
dialog after having saved the settings with an input feature that 
has a special character in the connection name.  The filter dialog 
also fails to display. 

 


